TABERNAS DESERT, the only one in Europe
For millions of years, a spectacular landscape began to form
in the depths of the Mediterranean Sea. ... Today is considered as

TREKKING
AMAZING NATURE

the Only Desert of Europe with about 250 mm of annual rainfall and
more than 3000 hours of sunshine.
The passage of time has left marked in its walls and in the
natural environment an endless number of footprints thanks to
which today we can know a little more about this corner of the
Earth.
The Mini-Hollywood. That's how this natural film set has been
called. Beause of the exceptional light and landscapes chosen for
film productions, video clips, advertising, fashion reports among
others. From Jordan, Egypt, Arizona, California to Australia and
other parts of the world have been represented in the various
corners of the Desert.

Suggestions:
Water, comfortable
clothing and footwear, and
/ or raincoat, sun
protection, according to
climatic conditions.
The activity will be
postponed if the
inclemencies of the
weather advise against its
realization.
It includes:
* Driver-guide
* Interpretation material
* Mandatory insurance.
Duration: 3-5 hours
Difficulty: low-moderate
according to chosen route.

Opciones de recorridos:
The tours have a duration of 3 to 5 hours according to the rhythm of
each group and the chosen route. The course may be varied during
the activity in the event that the monitor considers it appropriate due
to time or resistance of the participants.

Breakfast Break / Snack:
During the tour a stop is
made of approx. 20
minutes for snacks that
each participant will bring.
Predict garbage bags.
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Opción 1)
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Opción 2)
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Opción 3)

Entre 12 y 14 km de recorrido

Or, from a one branching from the Tabernas rambla till Tabernas village. Once arrived to
the village the bus will have to pick up the group to drive back to Mini-Hollywood.
Meeting point for bus: Oficina de Información Turismo (Av. de las Angustias, 04200 Tabernas,
Almería, España): https://maps.google.com/?cid=12926409572174668430
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Normas para el desarrollo de la actividad:
General Conditions for Adventure Tourism Activities

All participants should read and understand these rules. The hiring of the tour matters the acceptance
of these rules. The participant must complete and sign the present card that is at the bottom of the
present as a requirement for the accomplishment of the activities.

1- The participant must obey the instructions determined by the responsible of the activity, avoiding to separate of
the group. The participant must use all the security elements that are determined in each case. Otherwise it is up to
the decision makers to exclude them from the group.

2- Malcamino's reserves the right of admission and permanence of the participants, being able to exclude them from
the crossing for the following reasons: bad behavior, poor health conditions, attitude, produce damages to the
environment, etc. When the exclusion of the participant is due to improper conduct of the latter, he will not be entitled
to any reimbursement in respect of unused services.

3- Once the trip has begun, the suspension, modification or interruption of services by passengers for personal reasons
of any kind, will not give rise to any claim, refund or return.

4- Meteorological, hydrological and / or force majeure conditions may force the Organization to modify the duration,
route or activities originally planned. The company may modify and / or suspend the activity for factors that may
endanger the safety of the participants.

5. During the voyage, any kind of non-therapeutic drugs are prohibited.

6 - When agreeing the budget, it is understood that the underage participants are authorized by the parents or
guardians to carry out the activities.

8- Knowledge of the risks: the participant understands that the activities related to Active Tourism (they carry the risk
of suffering material damage to their belongings and / or their physical or mental health or even death; The
responsibility for any damage or prejudice that may suffer with reason or in the occasion of the development of the
contracted activity.
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9 - In accordance with current regulations:
The company has an accident insurance.
Policy Nº: 201401771

The company has a liability insurance.
Policy Nº: 8696572 AXA

10- Medical Information: the passenger must detail any type of illness, medical problem or special situation (eg
Allergies, diabetes, heart problems, operations, medical recommendations, etc.), incapacity, physical impediment or
pregnancy that do not allow or It is not advisable to carry out activities with physical effort. You should tell if you take
any specific medication that you should receive in an emergency.

Data Protection
In compliance with Organic Law 15/1999, of December 13, on the Protection of Personal Data, we inform you that
any personal data you provide will be included in an automated personal data file, created and maintained under the
responsibility Of Malcaminos.
The purpose of this file is to facilitate the processing of orders and, if you have expressly authorized us, also to send
you commercial communications on products and services that may be of interest to you.
Malcaminos customers. May at any time exercise the rights of access, modification, cancellation and opposition,
communicating it by email to aventura@malcaminos.com
The participants accept the publication of the photographs taken during the different activities, on the web:
www.malcaminos.com as well as in all the advertising platforms that Malcaminos deems appropriate.
Only in cases where there is an express and written expression by the participant not to publish their image in any
medium, Malcaminos will not make use of the photographs taken during the different activities.

To be booked, we will need your confirmation by email accepting the conditions.
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